Mixed Reality applications require accurate knowledge of the relative positions of the camera and the scene. When either of them moves, this means keeping track in real-time of all six degrees of freedom that define the camera position and orientation relative to the scene, or, equivalently, the 3D displacement of an object relative to the camera.
INTRODUCTION
Tracking an object in a video sequence means continuously identifying its location when either the object or the camera are moving. More specifically, 3D tracking aims at continuously recovering all six degrees of freedom that define the camera position and orientation relative to the scene, or, equivalently, the 3D displacement of an object relative to the camera.
Many other technologies besides vision have been tried to achieve this goal, but they all have their weaknesses: Mechanical trackers are accurate enough, although they tether the user to a limited working volume. Magnetic trackers are vulnerable to distortions by metal in the environment, which are a common occurrence, and also limit the range of displacements. Ultrasonic trackers suffer from noise and tend to be inaccurate at long ranges because of variations in the ambient temperature. Inertial trackers drift with time.
By contrast, vision has the potential to yield non-invasive, accurate and low-cost solutions to this problem, provided that one is willing to invest the effort required to develop sufficiently robust algorithms. In some cases, it is acceptable to add fiducials, such as LEDs or special markers, to the scene or target object to ease the registration task, as will be discussed in Section 1. Of course, this assumes that one or more fiducials are visible at all times. Otherwise, the registration falls apart. Moreover, it is not always possible to place fiducials. For example, Augmented Reality end-users do not like markers because they are visible in the scene and it is not always possible to modify the environment before the application has to run.
It is therefore much more desirable to rely on naturally present features, such as edges, corners, or texture. Of course, this makes tracking far more difficult: Finding and following feature points or edges on many every day's objects is sometimes difficult because there may be few of them. Total, or even partial occlusion of the tracked objects typically results in tracking failure. The camera can easily move too fast so that the images are motion blurred; the lighting during a shot can change significantly; reflections and specularities may confuse the tracker. Even more importantly, an object may drastically change its aspect very quickly due to displacement. For example this happens when a camera films a building and goes around the corner, causing one wall to disappear and a new one to appear. In such cases, the features to be followed always change and the tracker must deal with features coming in and out of the picture. In sections 2 and 3, we focus on solutions to these difficult problems and show how planar, non-planar, and even deformable objects can be handled.
For the sake of completeness, we provide in appendix a brief description of the camera models that all these techniques rely on, as well as pointers to useful implementations and more extensive descriptions.
Fiducial-Based Tracking
Vision-based 3D tracking can be decomposed into two main steps: First image processing to extract some information from the images, and second pose estimation itself. The addition in the scene of fiducials, also called landmarks or markers, greatly helps both steps: They constitute image features easy to extract, and they provide reliable, easy to exploit measurements for pose estimation.
Point-Like Fiducials
Fiducials have been used for many years by close-range photogrammetrists. They can be designed in such a way that they can be easily detected and identified with an ad hoc method. Their image locations can also be measured to a much higher accuracy than natural features. In particular, circular fiducials work best, because the appearance of circular patterns is relatively invariant to perspective distortion, and because their centroid provides a stable 2D position, which can easily be determined with sub-pixel accuracy. The 3D positions of the fiducials in the world coordinate system are assumed to be precisely known: This can be achieved by hand, with a laser, or with a structure-from-motion algorithm. To facilitate their identification, the fiducials can be arranged in a distinctive geometric pattern. Once the fiducials are identified in the image, they provide a set of correspondences that can be used to retrieve the camera pose.
For high-end applications, companies such as Geodetic services, Inc., Advanced Real-time Tracking GmbH, Metronor, ViconPeak, AICON 3D Systems GmbH propose commercial products based on this approach. Lower-cost, and lower-accuracy solutions, have also been proposed by the Computer Vision community. For example, the Concentric Contrasting Circle (CCC) fiducial [Hoff et al., 1996] is formed by placing a black ring on a white background, or vice-versa. To detect these fiducials, the image is first thresholded, morphological operations are then applied to eliminate too small regions, and a connected component labeling operation is performed to find white and black regions, as well as their centroids. Along the same lines, [State et al., 1996] uses color-coded fiducials for a more reliable identification. Each fiducial consists of an inner dot and a surrounding outer ring, four different colors are used, and thus 12 unique fiducials can be created and identified based on their two colors. Because the tracking range is constrained by the detectability of fiducials in input images, [Cho et al., 1998 ] introduces a system that uses several sizes for the fiducials. They are composed of several colored concentric rings, where large fiducials have more rings than smaller ones, and diameters of the rings are proportional to their distance to the fiducial center, to facilitate their identification. When the camera is close to fiducials, only small size fiducials are detected. When it is far from them, only large size fiducials are detected.
While all the previous methods for fiducial detection use ad hoc schemes, [Claus and Fitzgibbon, 2004 ] uses a machine learning approach which delivers significant improvements in reliability. The fiducials are made of black disks on white background, and sample fiducial images are collected under varying perspective, scale and lighting conditions, as well as negative training images. A cascade of classifiers is then trained on these data: The first step is a fast Bayes decision rule classification, the second one a powerful but slower nearest neighbor classifier on the subset passed by the first stage. At run-time, all the possible sub-windows in the image are classified using this cascade. This results in a remarkably reliable fiducial detection method.
Extended Fiducials
The fiducials presented above were all circular and only their center was used. By contrast, [Koller et al., 1997] introduces squared, black on white, fiducials, which contain small red squares for their identification. The corners are found by fitting straight line segments to the maximum gradient points on the border of the fiducial. Each of the four corners of such fiducials provides one correspondence and the pose is estimated using an Extended Kalman filter. Planar rectangular fiducials are also used in [Rekimoto, 1998 , Kato and Billinghurst, 1999 , Kato et al., 2000 and it is shown that a single fiducial is enough to estimate the pose. Fig. 1 depicts their approach. It has become popular, because it yields a robust, low-cost solution for real-time 3D tracking, and a software library called ARToolKit is publicly available [ART, ].
The whole process, the detection of the fiducials and the pose estimation, runs in real-time, and therefore can be applied in every frame: The 3D tracking system does not require any initialization by hand, and is robust to fiducial occlusion. In practice, under good lighting conditions, the recovered pose is also accurate enough for Augmented Reality applications. These characteristics make ARToolKit a good solution to 3D tracking, whenever the engineering of the scene is possible.
Using Natural Features
Using markers to simplify the 3D tracking task requires engineering of the environment, which endusers of tracking technology do not like or is sometimes even impossible, for example in outdoor environments. Whenever possible, it is therefore much better to be able to rely on features naturally present in the images. Of course, this approach makes tracking much more challenging and some 3D knowledge is often required to make things easier. For MR applications, this is not an issue since 3D scene models are typically available and we therefore focus here on model-based approaches.
We distinguish here two families of approaches depending on the nature of the image features being used. The first one is formed by edge-based methods that match the projections of the target object 3D edges to area of high image gradient. The second family includes all the techniques that rely on information provided by pixels inside the object's projection.
Edge-Based Methods
Historically, the early approaches to tracking were all edge-based mostly because these methods are both computationally efficient, and relatively easy to implement. They are also naturally stable to lighting changes, even for specular materials, which is not necessarily true of methods that consider the internal pixels, as will be discussed later. The most popular approach is to look for strong gradients in the image around a first estimation of the object pose, without explicitly extracting the contours [Harris, 1992 , Armstrong and Zisserman, 1995 , Marchand et al., 2001 , Drummond and Cipolla, 2002 , Comport et al., 2003 , Vacchetti et al., 2004a , which is fast and general.
RAPiD
Even though RAPiD [Harris, 1992] was one of the first 3D tracker to successfully run in real-time and many improvements have been proposed since, many of its basic components have been retained in more recent systems. The key idea is to consider a set of 3D points on the object, called control points, which lie on high contrast edges in the images. As shown in Figure 2 , the control points can be sampled along the 3D model edges and in the areas of rapid albedo change. They can also be generated on the fly as points on the occluding contours of the object. The 3D motion of the object between two consecutive frames can be recovered from the 2D displacement of the control points.
Once initialized, the system performs a simple loop: For each frame, the predicted pose, which can simply be the pose estimated for the previous frame, is used to predict which control points will be In [Harris, 1992] , some enhancements to this basic approach are proposed. When the edge response at a control point becomes too weak, it is not taken into account into the motion computation, as it may subsequently incorrectly latch on to a stronger nearby edge. As we will see below, this can also be handled using a robust estimator. An additional clue that can be used to reject incorrect edges is their polarity, that is whether they correspond to a transition from dark to light or from light to dark. A way to use occluding contours of the object is also given.
Making RAPiD Robust
The main drawback of of the original RAPiD formulation is its lack of robustness. The weak contours heuristics is not enough to prevent incorrectly detected edges from disturbing the pose computation. In practice, such errors are frequent. They arise from occlusions, shadows, texture on the object itself, or background clutter.
Several methods have been proposed to make the RAPiD computation more robust. [Drummond and Cipolla, 2002 ] uses a robust estimator and replaces the least-squares estimation by an iterative reweighted least-squares to solve the new problem. Similarly, [Marchand et al., 2001 ] uses a framework similar to RAPiD to estimate a 2D affine transformation between consecutive frames, but also replaces standard least-squares by robust estimation.
In the approaches described above, the control points were treated individually, without taking into account that several control points are often placed on the same edge, and hence their measurements are correlated. By contrast, in [Armstrong and Zisserman, 1995, Simon and Berger, 1998 ] control points lying on the same object edge are grouped into primitives, and a whole primitive can be rejected from the pose estimation. In [Armstrong and Zisserman, 1995] , a RANSAC methodology [Fischler and Bolles, 1981 ] is used to detect outliers among the control points forming a primitive. If the number of remaining control points falls below a threshold after elimination of the outliers, the primitive is ignored in the pose update. Using RANSAC implies that the primitives have an analytic expression, and precludes tracking free-form curves. By contrast, [Simon and Berger, 1998 ] uses a robust estimator to compute a local residual for each primitive. The pose estimator then takes into account all the primitives using a robust estimation on the above residuals.
When the tracker finds multiple edges within its search range, it may end-up choosing the wrong one. To overcome this problem, in [Drummond and Cipolla, 2002] , the influence of a control point is inversely proportional to the number of edge strength maxima visible within the search path. [Vacchetti et al., 2004a] introduces another robust estimator to handle multiple hypotheses and retain all the maxima as possible correspondents in the pose estimation.
Texture-Based Methods
If the object is sufficiently textured, information can be can be derived from optical flow [Li et al., 1993 , Basu et al., 1996 , Decarlo and Metaxas, 2000 , template matching [Hager and Belhumeur, 1998 , Cascia et al., 2000 , Jurie and Dhome, 2001 , Jurie and Dhome, 2002 or interest-point correspondences. However the latter is probably the most effective for MR applications because they rely on matching local features. Given such correspondences, the pose can be estimated by least-square minimization, or even better, by robust estimation. They are therefore relatively insensitive to partial occlusions or matching errors. Illumination invariance is also simple to achieve. And, unlike edge-based methods, they do not get confused by background clutter and exploit more of the image information, which tends to make them more dependable.
Interest Point Detection and 2D Matching
In interest point methods, instead of matching all pixels in an image, only some pixels are first selected with an "interest operator" before matching. This reduces the computation time while increasing the reliability if the pixels are correctly chosen. [Förstner, 1986] presents the desired properties for such an interest operator: Selected points should be different from their neighbors, which eliminates edgepoints; the selection should be repeatable, that is the same points should be selected in several images of the same scene, despite perspective distortion or image noise. In particular, the precision and the reliability of the matching directly depends on the invariance of the selected position. Pixels on repetitive patterns should also be rejected or at least given less importance to avoid confusion during matching.
Such an operator was already used in the 1970's for tracking purposes [Moravec, 1977 , Moravec, 1981 . Numerous other methods have been proposed since and Giraudon, 1993, Smith and Brady, 1995] give good surveys of them. Most of them involve second order derivatives, and results can be strongly affected by noise. Several successful interest point detectors [Förstner, 1986 , Harris and Stephens, 1988 , Shi and Tomasi, 1994 ] rely on the auto-correlation matrix computed at each pixel location. It is a 2×2 matrix, whose coefficients are sums over a window of the first derivatives of the image intensity with respect to the pixel coordinates, and its measures the local variations of the image. As discussed in [Förstner, 1986] , the pixels can be classified from the behavior of the eigenvalues of the auto-correlation matrix: Pixels with two large, approximately equal eigenvalues are good candidates for selection. [Shi and Tomasi, 1994] shows that locations with two large eigenvalues can be reliably tracked, especially under affine deformations, and considers locations where the smallest eigen value is higher than a threshold. Interest points can then taken to be the locations that are local maxima of the chosen measure above a predefined threshold. The derivatives involved in the autocorrelation matrix can be weighted using a Gaussian kernel to increase robustness to noise [Schmid and Figure 3: Face tracking using interest points and one reference image shown on the top left. Mohr, 1997] . The derivatives should also be computed using a first order Gaussian kernel. This comes at a price since it tends to degrade both the localization accuracy and the performance of the image patch correlation procedure used for matching purposes.
For tracking purpose, it is then useful to match two sets of interest points and extracted from two images taken from similar viewpoints. A classical procedure [Zhang et al., 1995] runs as follows: For each point in the first image, search in a region of the second image around its location for a corresponding point. The search is based on the similarity of the local image windows centered on the points, which strongly characterize the points when the images are sufficiently close. The similarity can be measured using the zero-normalized cross-correlation that is invariant to affine changes of the local image intensities, and make the procedure robust to illumination changes. To obtain a more reliable set of matches, one can reverse the role of the two images, and repeat the previous procedure. Only the correspondences between points that chose each other are kept.
Eliminating Drift
In the absence of points whose coordinates are known a priori, all methods are subject to error accumulation, which eventually results in tracking failure and precludes of truly long sequences.
A solution to this problem is to introduce one or more keyframes such as the one in the upper left corner of Figure 3 , that is images of the target object or scene for which the camera has been registered beforehand. At runtime, incoming images can be matched against the keyframes to provide a position estimate that is drift-free [Ravela et al., 1995 , Genc et al., 2002 , Tordoff et al., 2002 . This, however, is more difficult than matching against immediately preceding frames as the difference in viewpoint is likely to be much larger. The algorithm used to establish point correspondences must therefore both be fast and relatively insensitive to large perspective distortions, which is not usually the case for those used by the algorithms of Section 2.2.1 that need only handle small distortions between consecutive frames.
In [Vacchetti et al., 2004b] , this is handled as follows. During a training stage, the system extracts interest points from each keyframe, back-projects them to the object surface to compute their 3D posi-tion, and stores image patches centered around their location. During tracking, for each new incoming image, the system picks the keyframe whose viewpoint is closest to that of the last known viewpoint. It synthesizes an intermediate image from that keyframe by warping the stored image patches to the last known viewpoint, which is typically the one corresponding to the previous image. The intermediate and the incoming images are now close enough that matching can be performed using simple, conventional, and fast correlation methods. Since the 3D position in the keyframe has been precomputed, the pose can then be estimated by robustly minimizing the reprojection error. This approach handles perspective distortion, complex aspect changes, and self-occlusion. Furthermore, it is very efficient because it takes advantage of the large graphics capabilities of modern CPUs and GPUs.
However, as noticed by several authors [Ravela et al., 1995 , Chia et al., 2002 , Tordoff et al., 2002 , Vacchetti et al., 2004b , matching only against keyframes does not, by itself, yield directly exploitable results. This has two main causes. First, wide-baseline matching as described in the previous paragraph, is inherently less accurate than the short-baseline matching involved in frame-to-frame tracking, which is compounded by the fact that the number of correspondences that can be established is usually less. Second, if the pose is computed for each frame independently, no temporal consistency is enforced and the recovered motion can appear to be jerky. If it were used as is by an MR application, the virtual objects inserted in the scene would appear to jitter, or to tremble, as opposed to remaining solidly attached to the scene.
Temporal consistency can be enforced by some dynamical smoothing using a motion model. Another way proposed in [Vacchetti et al., 2004b] is to combine the information provided by the keyframes, which provides robustness, with that coming from preceding frames, which enforces temporal consistency. This does not make assumptions on the camera motion and improves the accuracy of the recovered pose. It is still compatible with the use of dynamical smoothing that can be useful to in case where the pose estimation remains unstable, for example when the object is essentially fronto-parallel.
Tracking by Detection
The recursive nature of traditional 3D tracking approaches provides a strong prior on the pose for each new frame and makes image feature identifications relatively easy. However, it comes at a price: First, the system must either be initialized by hand or require the camera to be very close to a specified position. Second, it makes the system very fragile. If something goes wrong between two consecutive frames, for example due to a complete occlusion of the target object or a very fast motion, the system can be lost and must be re initialized in the same fashion. In practice, such weaknesses make purely recursive systems nearly unusable, and the popularity of ARToolKit [Kato et al., 2000] in the Augmented Reality community should come as no surprise: It is the first vision-based system to really overcome these limitations by being able to detect the markers in every frame without constraints on the camera pose. However, achieving the same level of performance without having to engineer the environment remains a desirable goal. Since object pose and appearance are highly correlated, estimating both simultaneously increases the performances of object detection algorithms. Therefore, 3D pose estimation from natural features without a priori knowledge of the position and object detection are closely related problems. Detection has a long history in Computer Vision. It has often relied on 2D detection even for 3D objects [Nayar et al., 1996, Viola and Jones, 2001] . However, there has been sustained interest in simultaneous object detection and 3D pose estimation. Early approaches were edge-based [Lowe, 1991 , Jurie, 1998 ], but methods based on feature points matching have become popular since local invariants were shown to work better for that purpose [Schmid and Mohr, 1997] .
Feature point-based approaches to be the most robust to scale, viewpoint, and illumination changes, as well as partial occlusions. They typically operate on the following principle. During an offline training stage, one builds a database of interest points lying on the object and whose position on the object surface can be computed. A few images in which the object has been manually registered are often used for this purpose. At runtime, feature points are first extracted from individual images and matched against the database. The object pose can then be estimated from such correspondences. RANSAC-like algorithms [Fischler and Bolles, 1981] or the Hough transform are very convenient for this task since they eliminate spurious correspondences while avoiding combinatorial issues.
The difficulty in implementing such approaches comes from the fact that the database images and the input ones may have been acquired from very different viewpoints. As discussed in Section 2.2.1, unless the motion is very quick, this problem does not arise in conventional recursive tracking approaches because the images are close to each other. However, for tracking-by-detection purposes, the so-called wide baseline matching problem becomes a critical issue that must be addressed.
In the remainder of this section, we discuss in more detail the extraction and matching of feature points in this context. We conclude by discussing the relative merits of tracking-by-detection and recursive tracking.
Feature Point Extraction
To handle as wide as possible a range of viewing conditions, feature point extraction should be insensitive to scale, viewpoint, and illumination changes. Note that the stability of the extracted features is much more crucial here than for the techniques described Section 2.2.1 where only close frames were matched. Different techniques are therefore required and we discussed them below.
As proposed in [Lindeberg, 1994] , scale-invariant extraction can be achieved by taking feature points to be local extrema of a Laplacian-of-Gaussian pyramid in scale-space. To increase computational efficiency, the Laplacian can be approximated by a Difference-of-Gaussians [Lowe, 1999] . Research has then focused on affine invariant region detection to handle more perspective changes. [Baumberg, 2000 , Schaffalitzky and Zisserman, 2002 , Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2002 used an affine invariant point detector based on the Harris detector, where the affine transformation that makes equal the two eigen values of the auto correlation matrix is evaluated to rectify the patch appearance. [Tuytelaars and Gool, 2000] achieves such invariance by fitting an ellipse to the local texture. [Matas et al., 2002] proposes a fast algorithm to extract Maximally Stable Extremal Regions demonstrated in a live demo. [Mikolajczyk et al., 2005] gives a good summary and comparisons of the existing affine invariant regions detectors.
Wide Baseline Matching
Once a feature point has been extracted, the most popular approach to matching it is first to characterize it in terms of its image neighborhood and then to compare this characterization to those present in the database. Such characterization, or local descriptor, should be not only invariant to viewpoint and illumination changes but also highly distinctive. We briefly review some of the most representative below. 
Local Descriptors
Many such descriptors have been proposed over the years. For example, [Schmid and Mohr, 1997] computes rotation invariant descriptors as functions of relatively high order image derivatives to achieve orientation invariance; [Tuytelaars and Gool, 2000] fits an ellipse to the texture around local intensity extrema and uses the Generalized Color Moments [Mindru et al., 1999] as a descriptor. introduces a descriptor called SIFT based on multiple orientation histograms, which tolerates significant local deformations. This last descriptor has been shown in [Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2003 ] to be one of the most efficient. As illustrated by Figure 4 , it has been successfully applied to 3D tracking in [Se et al., 2002, Skrypnyk and and we now describe it in more detail.
The remarkable invariance of the SIFT descriptor is achieved by a succession of carefully designed techniques. First the location and scale of the keypoints are determined precisely by interpolating the pyramid of Difference-of-Gaussians used for the detection. To achieve image rotation invariance, an orientation is also assigned to the keypoint. It is taken to be the one corresponding to a peak in the histogram of the gradient orientations within a region around the keypoint. This method is quite stable under viewpoint changes, and achieves an accuracy of a few degrees. The image neighborhood of the feature point is then corrected according to the estimated scale and orientation, and a local descriptor is computed on the resulting image region to achieve invariance to the remaining variations, such as illumination or out-of-plane variation. The point neighborhood is divided into several, typically 4 × 4, subregions and the contents of each subregion is summarized by an height-bin histogram of gradient orientations. The keypoint descriptor becomes a vector with 128 dimensions, built by concatenating the different histograms. Finally, this vector is normalized to unit length to reduce the effects of illumination changes.
Statistical Classification
The SIFT descriptor has been empirically shown to be both very distinctive and computationally cheaper than those based on filter banks. To shift even more of the computational burden from matching to training, which can be performed beforehand, we have proposed in our own work an alternative approach based on machine learning techniques [Lepetit et al., 2005, Lepetit and Fua, 2006] . We treat wide baseline matching of keypoints as a classification problem, in which each class corresponds to the set of all possible views of such a point. Given one or more images of a target object, the system synthesizes a large number of views, or image patches, of individual keypoints to automatically build the training set. If the object can be assumed to be locally planar, this is done by simply warping image patches around the points under affine deformations, otherwise, given the 3D model, standard Computer Graphics texture-mapping techniques can be used. This second approach relaxes the planarity assumptions.
The classification itself is performed using randomized trees [Amit and Geman, 1997] . Each nonterminal node of a tree contains a test of the type: "Is this pixel brighter than this one ?" that splits the image space. Each leaf contains an estimate based on training data of the conditional distribution over the classes given that a patch reaches that leaf. A new image is classified by simply dropping it down the tree. Since only pixel intensities comparisons are involved, this procedure is very fast and robust to illumination changes. Thanks to the efficiency of randomized trees, it yields reliable classification results. As depicted by Figure 5 , this method has been successfully used to detect and compute the 3D pose of both planar and non-planar objects.
As shown in Figure 6 , this approach has been extended to deformable objects by replacing the rigid models by deformable meshes and introducing a well designed robust estimator. This estimator is the key to dealing with the large number of parameters involved in modeling deformable surfaces and rejecting erroneous matches for error rates of up to 95%, which is considerably more than what is required in practice [Pilet et al., 2005b , Pilet et al., 2005a . It can then combined with a dynamic approach to estimating the amount of light that reaches individual image pixels by comparing their gray levels to those of the reference image. This lets us either erase patterns from the original images and replace them by blank but correctly shaded areas, which we think of as Diminished Reality, or to replace them by virtual ones that convincingly blend-in because they are properly lighted. As illustrated by Figure 7 , this is important because adequate lighting is key to realism. Not only is this approach very fast and fully automated, but it also handles complex lighting effects, such as cast shadows, specularities, and multiple light sources of different hues and saturation.
From Wide Baseline Matching to 3D Tracking
As mentioned before, wide baseline matching techniques can be used to perform 3D tracking. To illustrate this, we briefly describe here the SIFT-based implementation reported in [Skrypnyk and Lowe, 2004] .
Figure 6: Real-time detection of a deformable object. Given a model image (a), the algorithm computes a function mapping the model to an input image (b). To illustrate this mapping, the contours of the model (c) are extracted using a simple gradient operator and used as a validation texture which is overlaid on the input image using the recovered transformation (d). Additional results are obtained in different conditions (e to h). Note that in all cases, the white outlines project almost exactly at the right place, thus indicating a correct registration and shape estimation. The registration process, including image acquisition, takes about 80 ms and does not require any initialization or a priori pose information.
First, during a learning stage, a database of scene feature points is built by extracting SIFT keypoints in some reference images. Because the keypoints are detected in scale-space, the scene does not necessarily have to be well-textured. Their 3D positions are recovered using a structure-from-motion algorithm. Two-view correspondences are first established based on the SIFT descriptors, and chained to construct multi-view correspondences while avoiding prohibitive complexity. Then the 3D positions are recovered by a global optimization over all camera parameters and these point coordinates, which is initialized as suggested in [Szeliski and Kang, 1994] . At run-time, SIFT features are extracted from the current frame, matched against the database, resulting in a set of 2D / 3D correspondences that can be used to recover the pose.
The best candidate match for a SIFT feature extracted from the current frame is assumed to be its nearest neighbor, in the sense of the Euclidean distance of the descriptor vectors, in the point database. The size of the database and the high dimensionality of these vectors would make the exhaustive search intractable, especially for real-time applications. To allow for fast search, the database is organized as a k-d tree. The search is performed so that bins are explored in the order of their closest distance from the query description vector, and stopped after a given number of data points has been considered, as described in [Beis and Lowe, 1997] . In practice, this approach returns the actual nearest neighbor with high probability.
As discussed Section 2.2.2, recovering the camera positions in each frame independently and from noisy data typically results in jitter. To stabilize the pose, a regularization term that smoothes camera motion across consecutive frames is introduced. Its weight is iteratively estimated to eliminate as much jitter as possible without introducing drift when the motion is fast. The full method runs at four frames per second on a 1.8 GHz ThinkPad.
The End of Recursive Tracking?
Since real-time tracking-by-detection has become a practical possibility, one must wonder if the conventional recursive tracking methods that have been presented in the previous sections of this survey are obsolescent.
We do not believe this to be the case. As illustrated by the case of the SIFT-based tracking system [Skrypnyk and Lowe, 2004 ] discussed above, treating each frame independently has its problems. Imposing temporal continuity constraints across frames can help increase the robustness and quality of the results. Furthermore, wide baseline matching tends to be both less accurate and more computationally intensive than the short baseline variety.
As shown in Section 2.2.2, combining both kinds of approaches can yield the best of both worlds: Robustness from tracking-by-detection, and accuracy from recursive tracking. In our opinion, this is where the future of tracking lays. The challenge will be to become able, perhaps by taking advantage of recursive techniques that do not require prior training, to learn object descriptions online so that a tracker can operate in a complex environment with minimal a priori knowledge.
Conclusion
Even after more than twenty years of research, practical vision-based 3-D tracking systems still rely on fiducials because this remains the only approach that is sufficiently fast, robust, and accurate. Therefore, if it is practical to introduce them in the environment the system inhabits, this solution surely must be retained. ARToolkit [ART, ] is a freely available alternative that uses planar fiducials that may be printed on pieces of paper. While less accurate, it remains robust and allows for fast development of low-cost applications. As a result, it has become popular in the Augmented Reality Community.
However, this state of affairs may be about to change as computers have just now become fast enough to reliably handle natural features in real-time, thereby making it possible to completely do away with fiducials. This is especially true when dealing with objects that are polygonal, textured, or both [Drummond and Cipolla, 2002, Vacchetti et al., 2004b] . However, the reader must be aware that the recursive nature of most of these algorithms makes them inherently fragile: They must be initialized manually and cannot recover if the process fails for any reason. In practice, even the best methods suffer such failures all too often, for example because the motion is too fast, a complete occlusion occurs, or simply because the target object moves momentarily out of the field of view.
This can be addressed by combining image data with data provided by inertial sensors, gyroscopes, or GPS [Ribo and Lang, 2002 , Foxlin and Naimark, 2003 , Klein and Drummond, 2003 , Jiang et al., 2004 . The sensors allow a prediction of the camera position or relative motion that can then be refined using vision techniques similar to the ones described in this chapter. When instrumenting the camera is an option, this combination is very effective for applications that require positioning the camera with respect to a static scene. However, it would be of no use to track moving objects with a static camera.
A more generic and desirable approach is therefore to develop purely image-based methods that can detect the target object and compute its 3D pose from a single image. If they are fast enough, they can then be used to initialize and re-initialize the system as often as needed, even if they cannot provide the same accuracy as traditional recursive approaches that use temporal continuity constraints to refine their estimates. Techniques able to do just this are just beginning to come online [Skrypnyk and Lowe, 2004 , Lepetit and Fua, 2006 . And, since they are the last missing part of the puzzle, we expect that we will not have to wait for another twenty years for purely vision-based commercial systems to become a reality.
Appendix: Camera Models
Most cameras currently used for tracking purposes can be modeled using the standard pinhole camera model that defines the imaging process as a projection from the world to the camera image plane. It is often represented by a projection matrix that operates on projective coordinates and can be written as the product of a camera calibration matrix that depends on the internal camera parameters and an rotation-translation matrix that encodes the rigid camera motion [Faugeras, 1993] . Note, however, that new camera designs, such as the so-called omnidirectional cameras that rely on hyperbolic or parabolic mirrors to achieve very wide field of views, are becoming increasingly popular [Geyer and Daniilidis, 2003, Swaminathan and Nayar, 2003 ].
Camera Matrices
The 3D tracking algorithms described here seek to estimate the rotation-translation matrix. It is computed as the composition of a translation and a rotation that must be appropriately parameterized for estimation and numerical optimization purposes. While representing translations poses no problem, parameterizing rotation is more difficult to do well. Several representations have been proposed, such as Euler angles, quaternions, and exponential maps. All of them present singularities, but it is generally accepted that the exponential map representation is the one that behaves best for tracking purposes [Grassia, 1998 ].
Since distinguishing a change in focal length from a translation along the camera Z-axis is difficult, in most 3D tracking methods, the internal camera parameters are assumed to be fixed. In other words, the camera cannot zoom. These parameters can be estimated during an offline camera calibration stage, for example by imaging once a calibration grid of known dimensions [Tsai, 1987 , Faugeras, 1993 or several times a simpler 2D grid seen from several positions [Zhang, 2000, Sturm and Maybank, 1999] . The latter method is more flexible and executable code can be downloaded from [Cal, , Ope, ] .
Handling Lens Distortion
The pinhole camera model is very realistic for lenses with fairly long focal lengths but does not represent all the aspects of the image formation. In particular, it does not take into account the possible distortion from the camera lens, which may be non negligible especially for wide angle lenses.
Since they make it easier to keep target objects within the field of view, it is nevertheless desirable to have the option to use them for 3D tracking purposes. Fortunately, this is easily achieved because lens distortion mostly is a simple 2D radial deformation of the image. Given an estimate of the distortion parameters, it can be efficiently undone at run-time using a look-up table, which allows the use of the standard models discussed above.
The software package of [Ope, ] allows the estimation of the distortion parameters using a method derived from [Heikkila and Silven, 1997] . This is a convenient method for desktop systems. For larger workspaces, plumb line based methods [Brown, 1971, Fryer and Goodin, 1989 ] are common in photogrammetry. Without distortion, the image of a straight line will be a straight line, and conversely the distortion parameters can be estimated from images of straight lines by measuring their deviations from straightness. This is a very practical method in man-made environments where straight lines, such as those found at building corners, are common.
